The influence of the nocebo effect in clinical trials
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Abstract: Neurobiological and clinical studies have shown that learning mechanisms and expectations of benefits powerfully affect the brain, mind, and body, with the potential of relieving many symptoms during the course of daily clinical practice. Playing the role of antagonist is the “nocebo effect,” which results from negative expectations derived from one’s beliefs, previous experiences, and his or her clinical encounters that produce negative effects. Research on the nocebo effect indicates that information disclosure and the manner in which information is delivered can contribute to these adverse effects. In this article, we review neurobiological and medical studies relating to the nocebo effect, as these findings are important for the methodology of clinical trials.
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Introduction

In randomized placebo-controlled clinical trials, patients receiving placebos often report side effects that are similar to those experienced by patients receiving study treatments. Kennedy1 as well as Kissel and Barrucand2 introduced the term ‘nocebo,’ which is a phenomenon that produces a negative effect as a result of negative expectations or prior experiences; this is distinguished from beneficial aspects of the ‘placebo’ effect, whereby positive effects occur based on one’s expectations or prior experiences. Nocebo effects are attributable to the communication of potential adverse effects, memories of past unsuccessful therapeutic experiences, and negative psychosocial contexts and clinical encounters.3,4 For decades, these observations were dismissed as purely psychological; however, new research indicates that nocebo effects can cause real biological changes, a finding that is transforming how medicine is practiced.

Psychological mechanisms underlying nocebo effects

Verbal communication, health care providers’ behavior, environmental cues, and the presence of medical devices may induce negative expectations among research subjects and patients, which can lead to adverse effects. As is the case with placebo analgesia, pain has become the best model used to investigate the psychological and neurobiological mechanisms of the nocebo effect.5,6 Behaviorally, while placebos work to relieve pain and other symptoms, nocebos can strongly increase one’s experience of pain and result in many other conditions.7
In 1981, Schweiger and Parducci introduced a model to study the influences of negative verbal suggestions on localized pain in healthy subjects. The subjects in their study were deceptively informed that an electrical current was going to pass through their heads. Informing subjects about the possibility of experiencing pain induced the anticipated side effect, suggesting that expectations driven by verbal anticipation may affect brain and body responses.8 These pioneering observations have been recently confirmed – healthy subjects experienced headaches when informed that a radiofrequency passing through their heads could cause pain. As expected, the exposure to the radiofrequency was false, and the participants reported experiencing discomfort and headaches merely because of verbally-induced expectations.9,10

Expectations can be created in the experimental setting by verbally suggesting that something negative will happen; furthermore, classical conditioning via prior exposure to deterioration of symptoms can also elicit nocebo effects. Both of these types of nocebo manipulations are able to induce the worsening of symptoms in healthy participants. What is extraordinary is the fact that verbally-induced expectations produce nocebo effects that are comparable in magnitude to those induced by actual experiences that have occurred as a result of conditioning. This has been observed in the context of somatosensory perception, painful experiences, and motor performance.11-13 In the context of somatosensory perception, painful experiences, and motor performance.

Colloca et al14 studied the influences of verbal suggestions and conditioning on pain and tactile perception. Nociceptive suggestions were given to healthy volunteers before the administration of either tactile or low-intensity electrical stimuli that induced pain among the participants. The nocebo manipulation was also carried out after a preconditioning session in which two different conditioned visual stimuli were actually associated either with pain or without pain. The magnitude of the nocebo hyperalgesic effects following either verbal suggestions alone or the conditioning procedure were the same, with no significant differences noted.14 These findings have been recently confirmed and expanded upon by Van Laarhoven et al, who found that verbally-induced expectations of high levels of pain and itchiness resulted in higher levels of these two sensations, with more pronounced effects noted in itchiness than for pain.15 Verbal anticipation of increased load and actual prior experience of load increase similarly impaired physical performance and endurance.16

Remarkably, gender effects modulate conditioned and verbally-induced nocebo effects. Healthy men and women were investigated for verbally-induced and conditioned nocebo effects in a model of nausea and vomiting using a rotation procedure. On days 1 and 2, subjects in the conditioning group received a strong oral stimulus prior to rotation; subjects in the control group received the stimulus 12 hours after the rotations. On day 3, all subjects received the stimulus prior to rotation. Another group of healthy subjects were rotated only five times for 1 minute, and received the same oral stimulus while being told that the symptoms might worsen with the stimulus. The negative conditioning reduced the rotation tolerance and significantly increased participants’ reported symptom ratings. In this model of nausea, women appeared to be more negatively affected by the conditioning procedure, while verbal suggestions appeared to influence men’s symptoms to a greater degree.17

Humans are also able to experience negative outcomes based on the observation of others; therefore, social learning represents another mechanism involved in the formation of placebo and nocebo effects. For example, Mazzoni et al studied the effects of observation in a model of mass psychogenic illness.18 Healthy subjects were asked to inhale a sample of normal air; however, they were told that the sample contained a suspected environmental toxin known to cause headaches, nausea, itchy skin, and drowsiness. Subsequently, half of the participants observed an actor inhale and display the four expected symptoms. Participants who observed another person become ill were more likely to report experiencing the expected symptoms.14 These findings suggest the importance of social observations in supporting mass psychogenic illnesses and the potential implications of nocebo effects for public health.15

Imaging nocebo reactions

Imaging studies have indicated that nocebo effects are associated with specific localized brain changes, along with a deactivation of the dopaminergic and opioidergic systems. For example, Koyama et al demonstrated that expectations heavily shape people’s perceptions and evaluations of incoming sensory information. By contrasting the patterns of brain activation related to the intensity of expected pain and actual experienced pain, they found that the magnitude of expected pain increased under negative suggestions. These changes occurred in the thalamus, insula, prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, and other brain regions, suggesting that a ‘mental representation’ of an impending sensory event can significantly shape neural processes that underlie the formulation of the actual sensory experience.16
Keltner et al.\textsuperscript{17} conditioned healthy subjects to one of two noxious thermal stimuli, which varied in terms of intensity (either high or low). Visual cues were presented just prior to and during application of the noxious thermal stimulus. The pain intensities were set at exactly the same level, but subjects reported experiencing significantly higher levels of pain when the noxious stimulus was preceded by the high-intensity visual cue. By comparing the activations produced by the two visual cues that were presented with the high-intensity noxious thermal stimulus, there were significant differences noted in the ipsilateral caudal anterior cingulate cortex, the head of the caudate, cerebellum, and the contralateral nucleus cuneiformis. Negative expectancies activated a distinct modulatory network that converged with afferent nociceptive input in the nucleus cuneiformis.\textsuperscript{17} Scott et al. found that healthy subjects who reacted to placebo administration with hyperalgesic nocebo responses showed decreased activation across the mesolimbic dopaminergic system in the ventral basal ganglia, as well as in the endogenous opioid system in the rostral and subgenual anterior cingulate cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, anterior and posterior insulae, medial thalamus, nucleus accumbens, amygdala, and periaqueductal area.\textsuperscript{18}

Interestingly, the effects of negative expectations interfere with the analgesic efficacy of remifentanil, a µ opioid agonist. While positive treatment expectations substantially enhanced (doubled) the analgesic benefit of remifentanil, negative expectations abolished the brain analgesic effect and the subjective pain reports. These subjective changes in drug effectiveness and pain experience were substantiated by significant modifications in the neural activity of brain regions involved with the coding of pain intensity. The negative effects correlated with activity in the hippocampus.\textsuperscript{19} Overall, these brain-imaging studies provided evidence that verbally-induced and conditioned expectations strongly shape an individual’s perceptions of pain, and they can also affect the therapeutic efficacy of painkillers among individuals.

**Nocebo effects can shape drug actions**

Interestingly, verbally-induced expectations can also interfere with the response to drugs in a paradoxical manner. The examples below show how active drugs administered using contradictory instructions can result in an impairment of outcomes. For instance, asthmatic patients reported reversed responses to bronchoconstrictors that were described as bronchodilators, and vice versa.\textsuperscript{20} Similarly, healthy subjects who believed that they were given a stimulant reported experiencing increased muscle tension, when in actuality they were receiving a muscle relaxant.\textsuperscript{21} Moreover, when participants receive verbal suggestions indicating that pain will increase, the effects associated with this anticipation are strong enough to reverse conditioned placebo analgesia following two days of exposure to nonopioid analgesics, ketorolac.\textsuperscript{22} Interestingly, oral administration of an inert substance (talc) along with verbal suggestions of hyperalgesia induced the hyperactivity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, as assessed by levels of adrenocorticotropic hormone and plasma concentrations of cortisol.\textsuperscript{23,24}

Both nocebo-induced hyperalgesia and HPA hyperactivity were blocked by diazepam, one of the most widely-used anxiolytic benzodiazepines, which suggests that anxiety plays a major role in these effects. In contrast, the administration of the mixed cholecystokinin (CCK) type-A/B receptor antagonist, proglumide, blocked nocebo hyperalgesia completely, but had no effect on HPA hyperactivity, thus suggesting a specific involvement of CCK in the hyperalgesic component (but not in the anxiety component) of the nocebo effect.\textsuperscript{25} Support for this view comes from animal studies in which the CCK antagonist CI-988 has been found to prevent anxiety-induced hyperalgesia, with an observed effect that was similar to that produced by the established anxiolytic, clordiazepoxide.\textsuperscript{25}

**Translating nocebo mechanisms in clinical trials**

Nocebo effects are common in patient populations,\textsuperscript{4} although it is difficult to distinguish apparent from true nocebo effects, as the former can be influenced by potential confounding factors.\textsuperscript{3} For example, headaches are a common side effect of antidepressants, and they can be experienced as a result of simply mentioning headaches as a potential side effect of this medication in the informed consent process. In randomized trials, a significant proportion of depressed patients receiving placebos reported experiencing headaches.\textsuperscript{26,27} This scenario could be an apparent nocebo response, as patients might report the same prevalence of headaches if they were in a no-treatment control group and did not receive placebos. The side effects reported by the placebo group may, to some extent, also reflect the natural history of their condition or common symptoms that everyone experiences, rather than expectation-related effects. Nocebo effects can be identified in placebo-controlled trials by including a no-treatment group, which does not receive a placebo or information about the side effects related to a particular treatment or intervention. Additionally, the strategies for
measuring side effects should be more accurate. Single ratings, as made by investigators, are often less reliable than patients self-reports, and side effects should be measured through systematic observer assessments and systematic patient self-reports.

**Linkage between disclosures and nocebo effects**

Rosenzweig et al reviewed the adverse effects spontaneously reported during placebo administration in 109 double-blind placebo-controlled phase 1 pharmacological studies involving 1228 healthy volunteers. All the studies included single versus repeated administration of the placebo (5 to 17 days). The adverse effects were assessed by means of the subjects’ spontaneous reports to an open-ended question asking if the subject had anything to report, which were assessed together with observations of the investigators (although this was done without checklists or specific questionnaires). The researchers found an overall incidence of 19% of adverse effects, which reached a rate of 28% after repeated dosages. Interestingly, the incidence of adverse effects was higher in elderly subjects (26%). The most frequent adverse effects were headaches (7%), drowsiness (5%), and asthenia (4%), with some variation that was found to be related to the design and the population used in this study. It is important to appreciate the study’s limitations, particularly the absence of a no-treatment group, which can be useful for identifying confounding factors.

Nocebo effects have been studied in recent systematic reviews of randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled studies for headache and migraine treatments. Amanzio et al performed a systematic review of adverse effects of anti-migraine randomized placebo-controlled clinical trials. The final sample consisted of 69 studies including 56 trials for triptans, 9 trials for anticonvulsants, and 8 trials for non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. The researchers found a high rate of adverse events in the placebo arms of trials, with the effects noted after taking antimigraine drugs matching those described for real drugs. For example, anticonvulsant placebos produced anorexia, memory difficulties, paresthesia and upper respiratory tract infections—all of which were adverse events reported in the side effect profile of the three classes of antimigraine drugs. The linkage between reported side effects in the placebo groups and the known side effects of particular drugs suggests genuine nocebo effects that arose from the informed consent process.

Common side effects such as restlessness (34%), nausea (33%), anorexia (53%), and insomnia (79%) have also been described in patients with advanced cancer (mostly breast cancer) enrolled in randomized double-blind placebo clinical trials for fatigue. In particular, nausea represents one of the most debilitating and severe side effects among cancer patients, negatively affecting nutrition, adherence to therapy, and quality of life, thus suggesting the importance of better understanding the extent to which these adverse effects might be related to negative expectations and conditioning mechanisms.

**Nocebo reactions and treatment discontinuation**

Discontinuation and lack of adherence are also common problems in clinical trials and practice, mostly related to the occurrence of adverse events and, likely, nocebo effects. In 1987, Myers et al noted that communicating the potential side effects of a given treatment led to participants’ subsequent withdrawal from the study. Myers et al retrospectively analyzed the influences that the mere mention of gastrointestinal side effects in consent forms had on patient outcomes across two of three centers involved in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial. This study specifically examined the benefit of aspirin, sulfinpyrazone, or both drugs for unstable angina pectoris. The authors found that the inclusion of possible gastrointestinal side effects in the consent forms resulted in a remarkable increase (six-fold) in both patients’ reported experiences of gastrointestinal symptoms and consequent patient-initiated cessation of therapy.

More recently, Rief et al evaluated the occurrence of adverse effects and discontinuation rates in randomized placebo-controlled trials of statin drugs and in population-based studies. They observed a large degree of variability in patients’ experiences of symptoms in the placebo groups across trials, depending on the specific symptom. For example, patients’ reported experiences of headaches varied from 0.2% to 2.7%, and experiences of abdominal pain ranged from 0.9% to 3.9% across statin trials performed between 1994 and 2003 among a sample of more than 100 subjects. The rate of adverse events observed in the population-based studies were higher than those observed in randomized placebo-controlled trials, probably because trial participants typically don’t represent the population as a whole.

The success rates of prior exposure to conventional treatments have important long-lasting effects. Those who
experienced ineffective interventions are prone to exhibit or report negative outcomes and adverse events in subsequent treatments.\textsuperscript{38,39} In cross-over and run-in designs, adverse events can occur as a result of treatment sequence and perceived treatment efficacy. A typical nocebo reaction in clinical trials might be evident as the recurrence of symptoms at the end of treatment following drug withdrawal when a placebo is given. In order to overcome such rebound effects, blinded randomized withdrawal strategies can be adopted.\textsuperscript{40}

**Communicating about adverse events and clinical outcomes**

Most of the studies described above have retrospectively analyzed the occurrence of nocebo effects. More rigorous assessment of nocebo effects has been documented in clinical studies that were specifically designed to investigate the relationship between informing patients about the adverse side effects associated with a specific treatment, and with the occurrence of adverse effects in conditions such as allergies, Parkinson’s disease, anxiety, pain, and sexual disorders. For example, nocebo effects have been found among outpatients with adverse drug reactions undergoing an oral drug challenge, indicating that both subjective (itching, nausea, headache, and abdominal pain) and objective (dyspnea, cough, hypotension, tachycardia, erythema, and urticaria) adverse effects can be psychologically-sustained.\textsuperscript{41,42}

The influence of patient-doctor communication over clinical outcomes is clearly illustrated by both open and hidden interruption of treatments.\textsuperscript{43} Patients with Parkinson’s disease showed a worsening of bradykinesia and velocity of movement when they were informed about the deactivation of deep stimulation of their subthalamic nuclei.\textsuperscript{22,44} According to the open/hidden paradigm, anxiolytics and analgesics were given by means of a computer-controlled infusion pump, and patients were either alerted or not alerted by a provider about the interruption of treatment. Patients openly informed about the interruption of treatment experienced a sudden increase in anxiety and pain, whilst the hidden interruption (controlled by computer) did not induce a worsening, thus suggesting that the mere communication of treatment interruption aggravated patients’ symptoms.\textsuperscript{44}

The impact of communicating potential adverse side effects has been studied in sexually active patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) who received finasteride (5 mg), which was described as a “compound of proven efficacy for the treatment of BPH.” Patients were randomized to two different disclosure groups: one group was informed that the medication “may cause erectile dysfunction, decreased libido, problems of ejaculation but these are uncommon”; the other group was not told about these side effects. After 6 and 12 months of follow-up, it was revealed that finasteride administration produced a significantly higher rate of reported sexual problems in those patients who were informed about the possibility of sexual dysfunction (43.6%) as compared to those among whom the same information was omitted (15.3%).\textsuperscript{45}

Differential effects of pain were also observed when local anesthesia was presented using different descriptions. Healthy, at term, pregnant women requesting epidural analgesia were randomized to either a common description of the pain experience from local anesthesia, “You are going to feel a big bee sting; this is the worst part of the procedure,” or a more positive description, “We are going to give you a local anesthetic that will numb the area and you will be comfortable during the procedure.” Those women who were informed to expect a bee-like sting during the local anesthetic injection (nocebo group) rated their pain experiences significantly higher than those receiving the procedure in conjunction with a more positive description. Therefore, small changes in the way information is framed really matters.\textsuperscript{46}

Overall, these examples illustrate the impact of verbal (and non-verbal) communication on symptom perception. Moreover, it is plausible to think that clinical misdiagnoses represent a circumstance where nocebo reactions might occur. Although well-documented case-reports are lacking, assigning a diagnosis without objective physical evidence may make patients worse, and result in detrimental nocebo effects.\textsuperscript{27}

**Concluding remarks**

Clinical research and ethics form an inseparable union, and the aforementioned studies on behavioral and brain mechanisms are no different. In the past, the mere use of placebos in medicine has been fraught with stigma, and conjures thoughts of deception and deceit. The nocebo research outlines the need to reconsider the importance of expectancy-related adverse events in clinical trials.\textsuperscript{37,48} It should be evident that verbal instructions are powerful, and can trigger negative brain-mind-body responses. Therefore, it is important to realize that an effective translation of the results from these studies into clinical practice warrants that a clinician’s words be carefully selected when describing treatment or intervention options to his or her
patients. Moreover, a clinician’s attitudes towards a given treatment or intervention should be ones that can potentially facilitate the improvement of a patient’s symptoms, without unintentionally eliciting untenable nocebo effects. Often, divulging information about treatments is akin to an acrobat performing balancing feats. The examples of concealing information (eg, sexual dysfunction related to taking finasteride for BPH) are debatable, as some patients may not agree to undergo the treatment. Clinicians and researchers have an obligation to convey truthful information to patients so that they can make informed decisions in light of their personal preferences and values. An “authorized concealment” approach, whereby patients can consent to receiving information only about the potential serious or irreversible harmful effects, is one prospect worth consideration.

However, there are at least two potential alternatives to “authorized concealment”: (1) conveying information by taking advantage of framing strategies; and (2) educating physicians (and researchers) about the reality of the nocebo phenomenon. There are many examples of different framing strategies that are apparent in many daily circumstances. For instance, a physician who is recommending a drug to a patient may communicate the proportion of patients who experience the most common side effects. Side effects, such as headaches or nausea, may be mentioned merely as a slight possibility. There is also a choice in determining whether and how to communicate the probability that a particular adverse effect will be experienced, as indicated in both quantitative and qualitative studies. This information can be conveyed by focusing on the minority of patients who do not experience the side effect. These different ways of framing side effect information can have various impacts on patients’ own perceptions of adverse events, and can also propagate or mitigate the occurrence of nocebo effects. In addition, the physician (and researchers) may tell the patient that previous research has indicated that some of the side effects can occur merely as a result of telling them about certain side effects.

A variety of studies have investigated the effects of framing information regarding the risks and benefits of interventions on patient decision-making, but limited clinically-oriented research has considered the impact of informing patients about the nocebo effect as a brain-body interaction. Research on the nocebo effect outlines the importance of framing information in a way that minimizes negative consequences that can occur as a result of alerting patients about potential adverse events and consenting them. Researchers should also consider nocebo reactions and the link between conveying information and occurrence of certain negative outcomes. Researchers have yet to heed Walter Kennedy’s thoughts concluding his 1961 article, where he states: “One wonders how often a useful drug has been discarded because of ‘toxic effect’ in the first trials which have been due to the accident of there being an appreciable number of nocebo reactors in the test subjects.” This doubt is even more relevant today than it was 50 years ago, given that recent advances and brain imaging technologies have increased knowledge of the behavioral and neurobiological bases of the nocebo phenomenon.

**Search strategy and selection criteria**

We searched PubMed, the Cochrane library, and Embase databases for reports published in English using the following search terms “nocebo,” “nocebo effect,” “nocebo response,” “adverse events,” “side effects,” “placebo adverse side effects,” “expectation,” “conditioning,” “observation,” “informed consent,” and “disclosure.” No predefined inclusion or exclusion criteria were used. We included publications from the past 20 years, and also included older publications. We purposely selected publications that were deemed to be most relevant for investigating the clinical and ethical implications of nocebo effects, with emphasis on patient-oriented research.
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